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The Hotel Excelsior is the ideal place to welcome families and provide our younger guests with unique, fun and 
stimulating experiences and create lifelong memories.
The Scimpa Kids program is designed for our hotel guests aged from 4 to 12 and provides specifically designed 
activities for children.
Scimpa Kids is a dynamic space created in our beachside cabanas, a fascinating space where children can have fun 
and create a new story every day.
Attentively guided by our specialized team, the activities are creative, active, cultural and fun, as well as educational...
watched over by our ever-present mascot, Scimpa. (Pronounced shim-pa, Italian for chimp!)

KIDS CLUB SCIMPA
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KIDS CLUB SCIMPA
OUR VARYING SKIN COLOURS

A socially focused concept that divides the play space into 4 themed areas. Each area includes activities and games, 
whilst in turn embracing our two key concepts: SAFETY and FUN.
Innovation and modernism go hand in hand with the theme of multi-ethnicity that is expressed in the graphic layout, 
the personalization of the games and in the programming of the activities that will take place in this area.
Multi-ethnicity and our mascot Scimpa are the main elements of the themed space dedicated to the 4 varying skin 
colors.The main elements that distinguish different ethnic groups (European, American Indian,  Asian and African) 
will be the background to an area full of color and fun.
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AREA LAB THEMATICS TABLES 
An area dedicated to laboratories and dynamic 
workshops.A place where one can carry out 
innovative activities with recycled materials to 
inform children about eco-sustainability and the 
importance of “reducing and reusing”.
AREA  SOFT RELAX
Maxi cushions for a relaxing break from the long 
hours spent playing in the sun.

PLAY AREA ON THE BEACH
Huge covered in play space to entertain the little 
ones with lots of games, maxi-games and group 
activities.

MAKE BELIEVE GAME AREA
An area dedicated to roleplay with the installation 
of a game kitchen and a work table to entertain 
and play together with our little ones!

AREA KIDS CLUB

KIDS CLUB SCIMPA
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Children will learn about various subjects and themes through education and play.  Our little guests will be guided 
through illustrated games and lessons in subjects concerning history, science, astronomy, gardening and language.
Edufun aims to impart knowledge and the importance of these subjects to children and young people through 
play.

SCIMPA EDUFUN
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Workshop on art and craft. Various techniques will be used for creating works of art.  We will learn new 
techniques and work with different materials just as the craftsmen do.
Designed and delivered in an innovative and fun way with the Edufun activities, our team will create new and 
unique experiences.
We will bring out our inner artist through creative workshops dedicated to festivities and seasons, art and 
crafts laboratories, origami, puppet shows, mosaics, painting, candles, ceramics, balloons and face painting.

SCIMPA ARTS
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In the relaxation area, children will appreciate the quiet pleasure of reading a book, and for the little ones,  a soft 
corner will be created where they will also be able to attend animated reading sessions.  Accompanied by our 
staff, the imagination can run wild whilst experiencing the magic of a good book!

SCIMPA THEATRE
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Offering children a play area where they can have fun whilst experiencing group collaboration, coordination, 
sharing but also competition and rivalry!
Knowledge and respect for the rules are at the basis of every game.  All group activities will be conducted and 
supervised by our staff.
Beginning with some games from the past, to the most modern ones, children’s skills will be tested. 
Let the games begin...and have fun!

SCIMPA GAME
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Children will compete in exciting table tennis tournaments, chess, puzzle games, board games and mini-olympics.
All activities will encourage children to socialize with peers and spur their desire to get involved.
Fun will be the word that unites all the planned sports activities, a moment of healthy competition and time to 
be together.

SCIMPA SPORT ACTIVITY
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SCIMPA HIP-HOP DANCE

In pre-arranged weekly appointments, children will learn the basics of hip-hop and create their own choreography 
to be performed for the parents in a mini show.
A dedicated teacher will immerse the children in the world of this fashionable and current street art.
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SPECIAL
ACTIVITIES
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EXCELSIOR ART LAB
SCULPTURE 
The act of sculpting stimulates children’s creativity and develops sensory, motor, cognitive and expressive skills, 
fosters oculo-manual coordination and develops fine dexterity. Children will be modelling small sculptures, masks 
and vases to be painted. Each child will have the opportunity to create their own sculpture with modeling 
materials, beginning with the initial design and via the creative journey, arriving at full realization of the piece... high 
relief, low relief or in the round?

DECORATION 
From a plain white vase, a rainbow of colors full of the desire to be expressed will come to life! Using various 
decorative techniques children will create their own unique object.

KIDS  EXHIBITION 
The exhibition of all works of art! 
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EXCELSIOR DESIGN LAB

Unfolding in a consecutive manner, the activities will bring children closer to the world of design, i.e. the design 
and creation of objects and visual elements via the learning channels most natural and familiar to them: creativity, 
games and drawing.
Through this process, the children will see their creativity materialize into a finished product - they will design the 
hotel of their dreams, play at being established stylists and compete in the visual arts world.
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EXCELSIOR CINE LAB
In this workshop, children will have the opportunity to challenge themselves in the role of director by making 
short films.

There will be several screenings or readings dedicated to animated short films to entertain and educate the 
children in the creation and the realization of cinematic projects. In addition, they will produce their own short 
film and the set design will be created entirely by them.

The young directors will become the protagonists of an “Oscars afternoon”! 

The passion of cinema is established at an early age and we propose a series of fun laboratories to create and 
experiment with this medium together.  We would like to inspire passion through activity and allow our little 
spectators to experience first hand how cinema is truly the realization of our imaginations!
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EXCELSIOR MEMORIES LAB
SCRAP BOOKING - THE ART OF MEMORY

Scrapbooking is the art of preserving, archiving and presenting photographs in a creative way through the use of 
different materials. This will create a truly unique and personal book that expresses emotions and memories of 
holidays spent at the Hotel Excelsior.

The kids-club staff will preserve the highlights at various times of the day at the Kids Club. A unique diary to bring 
home with customized pages, forever containing the scent of your holiday!

From 23 to 29 July and from 6 to 12 August.
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PANINI EVENT

The well-known Italian company PANINI SPA is unique in the world for the collection of stickers and figurines. 
Here we will create workshops with four themes : Princesses,  Avengers and Soccer Players. Each child will 
receive a sticker collecting album and four packs of stickers at the end of the themed workshop.
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NUTELLA PARTY

Thematic play activities, games...complete with a baguette containing the best hazelnut cream in the world will 
satisfy and delight even the sweetest tooth.
Let the Nutella Party begin!
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WEEKLY PROGRAM
HOURS

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

10.00 a.m.-12.30 p.m. 12.30 p.m. - 01.30 p.m. 01.30 p.m. - 03.00 p.m. 03.00 p.m. - 04.00 p.m. 04.00 p.m. - 04.30 p.m. 04.30 p.m. - 05.30 p.m. 05.30 p.m. - 06.30 p.m.
DAYS

The programmed activity can have some variations, based on the number, the age of the children and on the 
weather.
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PLUS 2018: PHOTO FAMILY
Peruse the unique images of your children during their games and workshops.  A unique service that will record 
unforgettable snapshots in time – the photos of your holiday will be an indelible memory of the beautiful 
moments spent in the hotel.

FOTO E FOLDER DIGIPHOTO FOR HOTEL EXCELSIOR

FOTO E FOLDER DIGIPHOTO FOR HOTEL EXCELSIOR



RULES
•This service is provided to children between the ages of 4 and 12.
• The Kids’ Club is open every day from 10 am to 6.30 pm, the children’s area is located on the beach.
• Children can use the spaces as shown in the program.
•To participate, the parent or guardian must complete the disclaimer.
• Parents are requested to be on time and to bring and collect the child at the agreed meeting point.
• We ask parents to communicate to us by 11:30 am if their children will be having lunch in the Kids Club.

Phone: +39 041 5260201
concierge@hotelexcelsiorvenezia.com
www.hotelexcelsiorvenezia.com

PRICES 
Children access fees in Beach Kids Club  

€40,00 per child all day access fee from 10.00 am to 06.00 pm
€30,00 per child access fee from  01.00 pm to 06.30 pm
€15,00 per child access fee from 10.00 am to 12.30 pm
€15,00 per child for lunch box delivered directly to the Beach Kids Club

Babysitting
From 0-3 compulsory in the cabanas or in the guests rooms

€ 30,00 per child per hour per babysitter
€ 100,00 per child for 4 hours of babysitting
NB:  The prices of the babysitting service is based on a maximum of 2 children per babysitter

CONTACT

KIDS CLUB SCIMPA
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